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Soucheray: The salon wants usSoucheray: The salon wants us
stacked and packed. It’s allstacked and packed. It’s all
wrong.wrong.
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We made this story available to all readers in theWe made this story available to all readers in the  
interest of public safety. Please considerinterest of public safety. Please consider  

supporting our coverage of the coronavirus bysupporting our coverage of the coronavirus by  
subscribing to The Pioneer Press.subscribing to The Pioneer Press.

Support local journalism Support local journalism 

By the sound of it, by the sound of Dr. Fauci and other experts, we are only justBy the sound of it, by the sound of Dr. Fauci and other experts, we are only just

beginning to understand the cra� of social distancing. The coronavirus might very wellbeginning to understand the cra� of social distancing. The coronavirus might very well

become seasonal and the day will come when we get a corona shot along with a flubecome seasonal and the day will come when we get a corona shot along with a flu

shot and whatever other elixir awaits us at the end of the future needle.shot and whatever other elixir awaits us at the end of the future needle.
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The future is going to be wild. We certainly don’t have much reason to believe that theThe future is going to be wild. We certainly don’t have much reason to believe that the

coronavirus is a one and done. Other diseases will occur and spread. In the Unitedcoronavirus is a one and done. Other diseases will occur and spread. In the United

States, we’re just getting started.States, we’re just getting started.

So think about something. We are governed by a political class that did not see thisSo think about something. We are governed by a political class that did not see this

coming. Nor did we, I suppose. Surviving a pandemic was not on the political radar. Icoming. Nor did we, I suppose. Surviving a pandemic was not on the political radar. I

am talking about the Twin Cities and all the areas of the country closest to theam talking about the Twin Cities and all the areas of the country closest to the

country’s tallest buildings.country’s tallest buildings.

Everything the political class has envisioned and brought about is wrong in the face ofEverything the political class has envisioned and brought about is wrong in the face of

a pandemic, high-density housing, public transportation on buses and trains,a pandemic, high-density housing, public transportation on buses and trains,

communally shared bicycles and scooters, personal shopping bags, as opposed tocommunally shared bicycles and scooters, personal shopping bags, as opposed to

cleaner plastic, the bans on drive-throughs at drug stores and banks and fast-foodcleaner plastic, the bans on drive-throughs at drug stores and banks and fast-food

places. Absolutely everything is wrong.places. Absolutely everything is wrong.
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Most cities even have some form of what they are calling a 2040 Plan. By that year, theMost cities even have some form of what they are calling a 2040 Plan. By that year, the

political class, having looked out the stained-glass windows of the salon and becomepolitical class, having looked out the stained-glass windows of the salon and become

struck by a sunbeam of their own virtue, would wish for us to be living in tall concretestruck by a sunbeam of their own virtue, would wish for us to be living in tall concrete

towers, preferably alongside a train line. By then, they wish to disabuse us of thetowers, preferably alongside a train line. By then, they wish to disabuse us of the

audacity of actually having a single-family home in actual neighborhoods. No. Theyaudacity of actually having a single-family home in actual neighborhoods. No. They

intend to change zoning laws so clusters and clusters of people can live on top of eachintend to change zoning laws so clusters and clusters of people can live on top of each

other in what once were single-family neighborhoods.other in what once were single-family neighborhoods.

They are opposed to the personal automobile. They want us walking or riding aThey are opposed to the personal automobile. They want us walking or riding a

bicycle or riding a bus or train.bicycle or riding a bus or train.

They already have banned plastic bags only to discover that they are cleaner in timesThey already have banned plastic bags only to discover that they are cleaner in times

of a national pandemic. Drive-throughs? Let’s not accommodate anybody by having aof a national pandemic. Drive-throughs? Let’s not accommodate anybody by having a

drive-through. Let’s make them walk into the place and roam around with lots of otherdrive-through. Let’s make them walk into the place and roam around with lots of other

people.people.

Do what we say and we can save the Earth.Do what we say and we can save the Earth.

For whom?For whom?

Every single vision for how we should live is being proven wrong with each passingEvery single vision for how we should live is being proven wrong with each passing

day and each new stay-at-home order from the governor. We need to build a futureday and each new stay-at-home order from the governor. We need to build a future

where social distancing is at least somewhat agreeable and doable. They want to buildwhere social distancing is at least somewhat agreeable and doable. They want to build

a future where social distancing will not only be impossible, but maybe deadly.a future where social distancing will not only be impossible, but maybe deadly.

And have we heard from any of our worthies? Have we heard from a mayor?And have we heard from any of our worthies? Have we heard from a mayor?

Personally, I would not anticipate anything useful from either Jacob Frey or MelvinPersonally, I would not anticipate anything useful from either Jacob Frey or Melvin

Carter, but you would think they would at least try to pretend that they knowCarter, but you would think they would at least try to pretend that they know

something about fighting disease.something about fighting disease.

They don’t know anything and have remained curiously silent. Do you think theyThey don’t know anything and have remained curiously silent. Do you think they

know or are slowly realizing that how they want us to live is absolutely wrong in theknow or are slowly realizing that how they want us to live is absolutely wrong in the

days of a deadly communicable disease so easy to spread to your neighbor by a coughdays of a deadly communicable disease so easy to spread to your neighbor by a cough

or a sneeze?or a sneeze?
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No answer when I called the mayor’s o�ice last week. I guess Carter and his Cabinet ofNo answer when I called the mayor’s o�ice last week. I guess Carter and his Cabinet of

20 or so are teleconferencing. Can’t blame them. The news is dire. I also called St.20 or so are teleconferencing. Can’t blame them. The news is dire. I also called St.

Paul’s chief resiliency o�icer, Russ Stark. You would think if there ever was a time aPaul’s chief resiliency o�icer, Russ Stark. You would think if there ever was a time a

chief resiliency o�icer would stand up and wave to the crowd from his balcony, nowchief resiliency o�icer would stand up and wave to the crowd from his balcony, now

would be the day.would be the day.

I wish I could have captured on audio for you how disappointed Stark sounded whenI wish I could have captured on audio for you how disappointed Stark sounded when

he learned it is was me when he picked up. He said he was busy and couldn’t talk. Hehe learned it is was me when he picked up. He said he was busy and couldn’t talk. He

said he would call me back that a�ernoon. He did not.said he would call me back that a�ernoon. He did not.

In fairness to Stark, maybe he was busy. But we don’t know. These people areIn fairness to Stark, maybe he was busy. But we don’t know. These people are

accountable to very few.accountable to very few.

Just remember. Everything they want is wrong.Just remember. Everything they want is wrong.
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Joe Soucheray’s "Garage Logic" podcast can be heard at garagelogic.com.Joe Soucheray’s "Garage Logic" podcast can be heard at garagelogic.com.
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Everyone in the United StatesEveryone in the United States
Should Buy This Face Mask NowShould Buy This Face Mask Now
��
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